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Hudson-Sharp Presents Customized Machine Concepts  
at Milan Plast 2015 

ZELLIK, Belgium — April 30, 2015 — Internationally renowned as a pioneer in 
bag converting technology, Hudson-Sharp will exhibit its bag solutions at Plast 
2015 in Milan, Italy from May 5

th
 until May 9

th
 in Hall 15, Booth B162. Hudson-

Sharp’s sales and engineering team will be present throughout the show to 
discuss existing and future bag converting projects.  
 
Hudson-Sharp is a worldwide bag solution provider for the Food, Pet Food, 
Hygiene, and Healthcare industries, as well as for Non-Food and Industrial 
applications. Understanding the need for sustainable development in the 
production processes, Hudson-Sharp is a pioneer in introducing new 

technologies and machine concepts to Bag Converters with specific projects.   
 
With more than 6,000 machines successfully installed worldwide, the features of Hudson-Sharp machinery focus on process 
control, automation and optimized energy consumption while using sustainable materials. These values have been the goal of 
the company since its beginning and the long term relationships Hudson-Sharp has maintained with customers confirm these 
values. Proactive involvement in customer projects gives Hudson-Sharp an edge in detecting early trends in the market and 
allowing them to give customers a head start in their competitive markets. 
 
Hudson-Sharp seeks to add value for their customers by developing diversified products that have shorter production runs, quick 
change-over times, and specific features for the increased demand of higher tolerances. By introducing easy threading, tool-less 
tip gusseter, servo driven wicket punches, and adding the ability to change certain settings on the fly, Hudson-Sharp’s machinery 
maximizes performance and quality that bring significant advantages to the customer on their competitive market.  
 
As a pioneer in technology since 1870, Hudson-Sharp is a technologically competent, reliable, and financially stable company for 
customized solutions that goes the extra mile. 
 

ABOUT HUDSON-SHARP 
Hudson-Sharp, a Thiele Technologies Company, is a world-wide leader in the designing and manufacturing of plastic bag making machinery, 
pouch making equipment, and reclosable packaging solutions. With manufacturing and sales throughout the world, Hudson-Sharp has been 
providing the highest quality products and service for over 100 years. 

ABOUT BARRY-WEHMILLER 

Barry-Wehmiller is a diversified global supplier of engineering consulting and manufacturing technology for the packaging, corrugating, 
sheeting and paper converting industries. By blending people-centric leadership with disciplined operational strategies and purpose-driven 
growth, Barry-Wehmiller has become a $2 billion organization with 8,000-plus team members united by a common belief:  to use the power of 
business to build a better world. To see how, go to barry-wehmiller.com. 
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